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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the analysis and the modelling - with the system code

CATHARE - of UPTF downcomer refill tests simulating the refill phase of s 'arge oreax

LOCA. The modelling approach in a system code is discussed. First the reasons why m

this particular case available flooding correlations are difficult to use m system code

are developed. Then the use of a 1-0 modelling of the downcomer with specific closure

relations for the annular geometry is examined. But UPTF 1:1 scale tests and CREARE

reduced scale tests point out some weakenesses of this modelling due to the parvcuiar

multi-dimensional nature of the flow in the upper part of the downcomer. Thus a 2-0

model is elaborated and implemented into CATHARE version i.3e code. The assessment

of the model is based on UPTF 1:1 scale tests (saturated and subcooled conaitions).

Discretization and meshing influence an investigated. On the basis of saturated tests a

new discretization is proposed for different terms of the momentum balance equations

(interfacial friction, momentum transport terms) which results in a significant

improvement. Sensitivity studies performed on subcooled tests show that the water

downfkm predictions an improved by increasing the condensation in the downcomer.

•? 1 . INTRODUCTION

' In the framework of PWR safety studies the LBLOCA prediction is still one of

* « the most important and one of the most difficult problems. The refill phase which

starts at the accumulator discharge encounters very complex thermalhydraulic

phenomena. There is a very strong condensation which induces instabilities. The

V presence of nitrogen degasing from accumulator water may have an important effect on

f the transient. Moreover countercurrent flow limitation occurs in the complex



geometry of the annular downcomer. All these aspects make a very challenging problem

•cr the cest estimate system codes. A good prediction of the amount of ECC *ater

oycassed to the break during the refill phase >s of prime importance for the whole

transient and particularly for PCT.

" - e 'irst available experimental investigations concerned small scale refill

tests. Flooding correlations m the downcomer and scaling laws have been proposed

i.H.j. Richter [1J. [2]). More recent work one 1:1 scale loop (UPTF) precised the

scale effect on the flooding limit, as well as the influence of the location of the cold leg

with ECC injection with regard to the break location (H. Glaeser [3). [4]).

Describing the refill process in system codes may be achieved with 0-0. 1-D.

2-0. 3-0 model. Considering the geometry of the downcomer and the assymetncai

behaviour, it appears preferable to use at least a 2-0 model to correctly describe the

refill phase.

The general problem of closure relations for multi-dimensional two-fluid

models is discussed. In particular the model must be validated for the whole range of

void fraction. Due to the lack of experimental information and taking into account some

numerical limitations, a clear and complete determination of the constitutive relations

is not possible. A methodology to develop the CATHARE 2-0 downcomer module, which

uses the UPTF 1:1 scale tests, is proposed. First sensitivity tests emphasized the

influence of spatial discretization, interfacial friction and condensation models (I. Dor

[5]). The proposed modelling developments are presented and tested in a larger

experimental domain. Comparison with standard calculations - using'CATHARE 2 Vi.3e

revision S - shows a significant improvement.

2- THE UPTF EXPEHIMEWT AND THE DOWNCOMER HEFILL TESTS

The objective of UPTF test program is the full-scale investigation of the 3-D

single- and two-phase flow behaviour in the primary system of a PWR during the end

of blowdown, refrH and refkwd phases of a loss of coolant accident.

Separate effect tests and integral tests are performed to study thermaihydrauiic

phenomena accross the upper core tie plate, in the upper plenum, in the hot legs, cold

legs, and in the downcomer of the primary system.

The objectives of the UPTF Downcomer refill tests are to investigate the steam-

water flow behaviour in a full-scale lower plenum, downcomer and cold legs of a PWR



during the end of blowdown and refill phases of a LBLOCA. in some separate effect tests

saturated water is used to determine a reference flooding curve for a full-scale

downcomer. Cold legs arrangement and ECC water subcooiing effects are also

nvestigated.

LPTP >s a full-scale test facility of a four-loop 1300 MWe pressurized water

reactor including the reactor vessel (with downcomer. lower plenum, core simulator

and upper plenum) (Fig.i H. Glaeser [3]). The upper plenum including the internals,

the downcomer and the four connected loops are represented in i :1 scale. The core «s

simulated with controlled injections of steam and water supplied from external

sources. The three intact loops are equipped with flow restrictors to simulate the

reactor coolant pumps and with steam-water separators representing the steam

generators. Breaks of different size can be simulated on both hot and cold legs.

Different ECC systems including cold leg injection, hot leg injection, simultaneous hot

and cold leg injection and downcomer injection are available but only tests with cold

leg injection are used for this study.

Ï

Among the available UPTF separate effect tests 7 tests have been chosen to study

more precisely the subcooiing and me pressure effects (see table 1). The tests E. G. H

at saturation (pressure between 3 and 8 bar) are the most simple to investigate the

mechanical effects - without condensation • on the flooding phenomena. They also allow

to détermina the Hooding curve. The tests D, A and SB because of the subcooiing

(pressure between 2 and 13 bar) permit to investigate the condensation effects.

UPTF
t e s t

SA
transient

SB
A/1
A/ l l

O
E

G/l
G/ll
H/l
H/l l
H/l l l

Qs core

(fca")
-

320
434
311
331
68
100
73
71
61
37

QECC (kg /e )
CLI CL3 CL4
500

510
511
510

[490
760
748

IJ56
r775

773
772

500

510
491
495
385
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500

510
506
504
487

.

;

-

ATsat ECC
CC)

177 -> 99

1 1 0
130
119
45
0
0
0
0
0
0

Q N2

(ka/s)
1

0.7
1.1
1.1
1.04

.
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Tabla 1 * ni UPTF «AoaratM offset



3. IMPLEMENTING FLOODING CORRELATIONS IN SYSTEM CODES

Normally any 2-fluid model predicts a flooding limit. The validity of the

prediction mainly depends on the relevance of the interfacial friction. But very often

'.'coding occurs m complex geometries such as the core upper tie plate, entrance of

steam generator tubes, upper part of the downcomer. ... where usual correlations are

not valid and where small scale 3-D effect play an important role. So system codes

such as TRAC or RELAP5 have implemented some options to prescribe flooding limits at

a given node of the meshing. Such a development is also under progress for CATHARE.

is this type of treatement relevant for the downcomer refilling prediction m

system codes? it seems difficult to use a correlation developed for nearly steady-state

conditions as a local instantaneous model during a rapid transient:

- in the reality of LBLOCA the phenomena of flooding in the downcomer is lasting

around ZO seconds- Transient effects are significant, effects which cannot be

described by a simple algebraic flooding correlation.

- The instabilities due to condensation are probably very sensitive to system

effects which are not necessarely well described with UPTF test experiment

(the cold legs are dead-end pipes)

- condensation effects included in the correlations take into account global

information, ie steam flowrate measured at the exit of the core and total ECC

water flowrate injected into the cold legs. It appears difficult to use such a

correlation implemented locally at a given node of the meshing.

Therefor* no flooding correlation is implemented in CATHARE for an annular

downcomer.

Thus the first approach was to develop an interfacial friction correlation in

annuli for the 1-0 module , capable of predicting flooding in downcomer refill tests.

4. ANALYSIS OF THE 1-0 CALCULATIONS OP CREAHE AND UPTF TESTS

CREARE test facility represents a reduced scale of a cylindrical PWR vessel

(C. Boisadam [6]). Because of its modulable geometry, scale effects on the flooding

curve were studied. Condensation effects were also investigated.

)



With the UPTF downcomer refill tests, full scale experiments «here

investigated. Attention was focused on the influence of the cold leg arrangement,

condensation, pressure and non-condensible gas effects.

in !he framework of the CATHARE assessment only a few tests nave fceen

calculated:

-CREARE : 1/15 scale tests

- UPTF : tests 5A. 5B and E

in both cases the downcomer was modelled by a pipe and a volume at the top

(Fig. 2. C. Boisadam [6]). In this case the volume module at the top of the downcomer

is only used to connect the four cold legs and the downcomer. It is a 2-node module

which can describe a stratification with a variable swell level but it cannot take into

account the non homogeneities in the azimuthal Direction.

For the standard axial element with a circular pipe geometry, the interfacial friction

coefficient is a function of the hydraulic diameter (O. Bestion [7]). Generally

speaking, the smaller the diameter is, the higher the interfacial friction is. But some

flow patterns are not sensitive to the hydraulic diameter such as bubbly flow, mist

flow or churn flow in relatively large diameter pipes. In the specific case of an

annulus the hydraulic diameter is equal to two times the gap width.

4.1. CREARE

The first calculations performed with the CATHARE code used the same

interfacial friction correlation for pipes and annuli. They were not in agreement with

the experimental data, the countercurrent flow limitation being too severe.

Considering the flow structure in the annulus with some phase separation in the

azimuthal direction, it appeared necessary to define an interfacial friction coefficient

A as a function of the annulus perimeter instead of the hydraulic diameter. This new

1 definition of the interfacial friction coefficient for an annulus was consistent with the

« ,j scaling laws used in the Wallis-type flooding correlations developed from CREARE data

(HJ. Richter [1], [2]). It was a way to take into account in a 1-0 element the specific

2-0 channeling effects which were observed. The CATHARE calculations are then in

much better agreement with CREARE data. (C. Boisadam [6]).

/
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4.2 UPTF

• Test SA

This test is a transient which tends to represent the conditions at the end of the

depressunzation. The pressure is still rapidly decreasing due to break discharge.

Accumulator discharge ECC water. The vapour which condenses on this subcooied ECC

water is treated by flashing of the remaining primary coolant. In this test an initiai

saturated water level is present at the bottom of the vessel in the lower plenum. The

accumulator discharge is initiated before opening the break. So in this first phase, the

pressure evolution is controlled by condensation.

CATHARE tends to underestimate the condensation (C. Boisacam [6]). The

calculations, performed with CATHARE 2 V1.3e revision 5. showed that, after opening

the break, the depressurization is rather well predicted and the refilling is also

correct. Anyway in this test the vapour upflow in the downcomer due to flashing in the

lower plenum is not strong enough to prevent ECC water from entering the downcomer.

The pressure history before the break opening suggests an underestimation of the

condensation.

» Tests E and 5B

Test E is a more analytical test with a constant ECC flowrate of saturated water

coming only from one cold leg (close to the broken cold leg). The steam flowrate coming

from the core is decreased stepwise. But the water delivery to the lower plenum is

practically maximum for the highest value of the steam flowrate. Thus only the first

step is considered for this study.

Test 5B is used to investigate the condensation effect. The subcooling is 11O°C

(see table 1).

For these two tests the jode response is either very bad or very good (see table

2). No water reaches the lower plenum for the subcooted test 5B, where nearly all the

ECC water is delivered to the lower plenum in the saturated test E.

\



UPTF
test
5B
E

QLPCATH'£XP
kfl/S

O
0.68

Table2 Water delivery to the lower plenum

Comparison CATHARg / Experiments fJ. Liehert f9|t

In this scnematization the flooding is decided at the junction between the pipe

and the volume. The water downflow is rather well calculated, it suggests that the

interfacial friction model derived from CREARE test analysis is applicable to the UPTF

scale, in the test 5B the condensation in the downcomer should decrease the mterfacial

friction at the top and facilitate the water penetration. But in a 1-0 schematization. as

long as no water penetrates the downcomer all the steam flow interacts with the ECC

water at the top junction and prevents the refilling. So the water flows trough the top

volume towards the break. This points out a limitation of the 1-0 modelling of the

downcomer.

Moreover UPTF tests underline the influence of the cold leg arrangement on the

refilling of the downcomer. The bypass of the water coming from an intact cold leg

depends strongly on the relative position of the intact and broken legs. Of course the

volume module used in this schematization is not able to represent such effects.

The upper part of the downcomer is really two dimensional and it seems quite

difficult to model it with 1-D element. All these observations lead to •' '• conclusion

that to well describe the downcomer refill phenomena, a 2-D 2-phase module is

preferable.

I. s. PRESENTATION OF THE 2-D DQWNCQMEH MODULE - MODELLING

STRATEGY

) The geometry and topology of the CATHARE 2-D downcomer module represent

the downcomer of a PWR. The geometry is a thin annular cylinder developed into a

planar rectangular geometry, it is assumed that all the variables depend on X (length)

\ and on Z (height) (Fig. 3).

\



The downcomer equations are just an extension of the basic set of equations of

me i-D module:

- 4 momentum balance equations (2 phases. 2 directions)

- 2 mass balance equations (2 phases)

• 2 energy balance equations

- 2 transport equations if there are noncondensable gases.

The momentum and energy balance equations are cast into secondary form.

The principle of the spatial 2-0 discretization is identical to the i-D

discretization: donor cell and staggered mesh.

On the contrary the principle of the time discretization is somewhat different

from the 1 -O discretization: 2 numerical schemes can be used:

- semi-implicit discretization with CFL (Courant-Friedrich-Lewy)

limitation for the 2-0 downcomer

- nearly-implicit discretization with a two step method (predictor-

corrector method with no CFL limitation)

while it is fully implicit for all the other modules.

There is no term of molecular nor turbulent diffusion in the momentum and

energy balance equations. Nowadays the state of the art for turbulence modelling in two

phase flows is limited to dispersed flows (thus for a limited range of void fraction).

Moreover the modelling of physical diffusion would require the use of a very fine

meshing. In the CATHARE 2-0 downcomer module only one mesh can be connected to a

cold leg. This imposes a relatively large minimum mesh size. Anyway . CPU time

considerations would not allow a very large number of meshes in such a system code.

So a relatively rough meshing together with a first order numerical scheme means that

the numerical diffusion can be important. Then no turbulent diffusion is modelled.

Nevertheless it must be mentioned that two-phase flows have specific mixing

processes which are sometimes as efficient or more efficient than turbulence. When

the pressure field is not uniform due to gravity or to inertial forces, the light phase

tends to converge towards the low pressure area, entraining some liquid in this

movement. These processes do not require any further modelling work than the

interfacial momentum and heat transfers terms which are already present in 1-0

\ models.

\



The physical constitutive relations of the 2-0 module are simply extrapolated

from the 1-0 correlations. It includes energy transfer terms (interface to liquidigas)

neat flux, wall to liquid(gas) heat flux, wall to interface heat flux) and momentum

transfer terms (liquid(gas) wall friction, mterfacial friction decomposed mto

horizontal OQ and vertical (Z) components).

The interfacial friction coefficient of the 2-0 downcomer module is an

extension of the CATHARE 1-0 model to a 2-0 model assuming isotropy. The 2-0 :,

model is not a function of the large geometrical scale (sDav used in 1 -D annuli) but of

the Laplace scale. It is assumed that the 2-0 downcomer module will be able to

describe by itself the phase separation phenomena occurring during the refill phase of

the downcomer.

The CATHARE code development (O. Bestion [8]) follows a methodology whose

main stages are:

- As far as possible correlations are established on the basis of separate effect

tests. In the case of the 2-0 models there are not enough local data to develop models.

So simple extrapolations of the 1-0 models are first adopted and tested on global data.

Corrections of these models may be found necessary. For the 2-0 module the

experimental data base includes CREARE and UPTF separate effect tests.

• As a first approximation it is assumed that mechanical interactions do not

strongly depend on thermal exchanges. Thus for the 2-D module mechanical transfer

relations (interfacial friction) ars first derived from tests with saturated ECC water

injections (UPTF tests E.Q.H). Using them as a basis for further interpretation of

tests with ECC subcooled water injections (UPTF tests O. A. SB), liquid to interface

heat transfer correlations which control condensation can be determined.

The absence of turbulent diffusion implies modelling and the presence of

11 important numerical diffusion imply some important considerations:

• closure relations are validated for a given meshing only. The reference

i meshing of the study is 16x8 (Fig. 3).

- the module can be considered as relevant only in situations where it is

validated.

\ - no scale extrapolation of a physical modelling is reliable. Only 1:1 scale data

1 are relevant for assessment. Thus the modelling is developed on the basis of UPTF tests.



6. PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF UPTF 2-0 CALCULATIONS

The UPTF- separate effect tests selected for this study are presented m table 1

This selection allows to separate the main parameters influencing the refill phase of

trie downcomer:

- mechanical effects (model of the mterfacial friction coefficient) -» tests E. G. H

at different pressures

N • ECC water subcooling effects (model of condensation) -> tests O. A

• nitrogen concentration effect -» 5B

The UPTF test facility is modelled as in Fig. 4.

6 .1 . T«»t 5A

As shown in (I. Dor [5]) CATHARE tends to underestimate the condensation.

Both depressurization and refill of the downcomer were well predicted. Some of the

initial water is vaporized during the btowdown. The phase repartition represented by

the iso-void fraction plots and the contour plots of fluid temperature was in good

qualitative agreement. Anyway this test is not very selective for the thermal and

mechanical interfacial transfers. When the depressurization is terminated there is no

more vapour pulled through the break, and the resistance to the downcomer refill

disappears.

6.2. T « t « E. G. H

Tests E, G. H are more analytical tests with constant ECC flowrate of saturated

water coming only from one cold leg (close to the broken cold leg). The steam flowrate

coming from the core is decreased stepwise. Depending on the water delivery to the

lower plenum only some steps are selected to be part of the assessment (see table i ) .

Most of the sensitivity tests were conducted on the test E (first step of steam

» flowrate), using a 8x8 meshing.

I As shown (I. Dor [5]) the standard version CATHARE 2 version 1.3e predicted a

« ̂  far too low water downflow. When the mesh size was reduced to the maximum (11x8

;' meshes: reduction of mesh size limited to the region of the injecting cold leg and broken

cold leg - 16x8 meshes: reduction of the mesh size for the entire downcomer model)

the underestimation may be worse (see table 3) With finer meshes the numerical

diffusion is diminished and it should facilitate the countercurrent flow. But reducing

the mesh size may also reduce the void fraction in the mesh cell where the water flows
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from the cold leg and the intertacial friction is higher resulting m less water

downflow. In this- test the amount of water downflow is mainly decided by the two

momentum balance equations written in the vertical direction at the vector node just

oelow the inaction nozzle. The relative weight of the different terms was examined.

UPTF

tes ts

E

G

H

8 x 8 ,

standard

v e r s i o n

X

X

X

1 6 x 8 ,

standard

v e r s i o n

X

X

X

Q L p CATH/EXP

phase I

0.17

0.10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

phase Il

0.00

0.07

0.00

0.00

phase ill

0.00

0.13

Tabla 3: Water delivery to the lowar plenum

Comoarison CATHARE / Experiments for saturated tests (J. Liebert f9H

)

First a sensitivity to the interfacial friction coefficient showed a relatively

small effect (I. Dor [5]). A reduction by a factor 10 only increased by about a factor 2

the liquid downflow. It means that there are other resistances than interfacial friction

to the water fall down. As already mentioned, a relatively rough mesh is used to model

UPTF downcomer. This makes the choice of space discretization more critical. Two

successive modifications of the space discretization of the interfacial friction were

proposed:

- First "local* velocities were used. It means that for vertical momentum

equations only the vertical components of the velocity were used. When the magnitude

of the velocity was used, the horizontal component was taken in four adjacent nodes

which could be too far from each other so that the average could not have a clear

physical meaning. This new discretization wants to use the local information . it gave a

slightly higher liquid downflow (I. Dor [5]).

- The choice of the void fraction used in the interfacial friction correlation is

determinant as the friction coefficient rapidly increases with decreasing a. in case of a

rough meshing there can be important differences between two adjacent void fractions.
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Normally the t, uses an average of o taken below (a,nt) and above (aSuo) trie vector

node. One can consider that when the two o are different the higher void fraction tas

or ct n.) decides for the water downflow. The "modified a" a" is calculated as follows:

a » 0.9 Max( o,up. o.o» ) + 0.1 a > u p * a'n> (1)

it predicted a higher water delivery as shown in I. Dor [5J.

1I
i

As previously mentioned no model of turbulent nor molecular diffusion is used

for the momentum and energy balance equations. Nevertheless numerical diffusion is

induced in the 2-0 downcomer module: for the transport terms of momentum balance

equations first order derivatives are used. A numerical momentum diffusion < axial and

radial) is introduced in these equations. This diffusiviry is not isotropic and it depends

on the mesh size. So a particular attention will be given to the discretization these

terms. It was observed that in our case the terms U dW/dX and W dU/dZ of the

momentum equations can have a very unphysical value. With the standard

discretization (Appendix 1) momentum may enter through a face of the control volume

where there is no mass flux. A new discretization (Appendix 2) was proposed for the

acceleration or momentum transport terms which prevents from the observed

anomaly. It results in a much better downflow. Moreover if the three successive

modifications of the discretization (refered as modified version in the tables) are used

the calculation agrees much better with data without changing the expression of the

interfacial friction coefficient (Fig. 5, 6, 7).

UPTF

Usts

E

G

H

16x8,

modified version

X

X

X

C

Dhas» I

0.86

0.93

1.16

I Lp CATH/EX

Dhas* Il

0.93

2.17

P

Dhas* III

1.16

\

TaNa A • Watar dalh/arv to the lower olanum

Comparison CATHARE-modifiad version / Exoarimants for saturated tests IJ. Liebert

Results are presented in the flooding curve (Fig. 8.) and in tables 3 and 4.
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The results are presented by the square-root of the dimensionless Wallis parameters,

as defined in equation (2):

(2)y.'

X »

' p . A

w. s

(P.

!g w(p«
i1 2

- P» U
1 2

it is noticed that the three tests E. G. H describe the same configuration: the ECC

water is injected in one cokj leg (among 3). in the vicinity of the break. Thus the

survey will be extended to tests with other arrangement of the injected cold legs, still

with saturated ECC water, in order to fully investigate the mechanical effects.

6.3 teat» D. A and SB

These tests are used to investigate the condensation effects. The subcooiing are

respectively 500C. 1153C and 1500C. For the two highest subcooiing the code predicts

almost no water downflow when in the experiment part of the water injected is

delivered to the lower plenum. For the lower subcooiing. test D. CATHARE

underestimates the water downflow (see table 5). As the condensation facilitates the

water delivery by reducing the steam flowrate at the top of the downcomer. it is clear

that the condensation efficiency is underestimated by the present models. The resulting

discrepancy in the water delivery is more drastic in case of higher subcooiing where

condensation is more important in the process (test SB, A). It is baiieved that an

increase of the liquid to interface heat fkix coefficient which controls condensation can

improve the predictions. Therefore only a preliminary study is conveyed for the

subcoded tests.

A sensitivity test to the heat flux correlation is performed for test D. With an

increase by a factor 20 of the Shah correlation a better downflow prediction is found

(see table S).
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UPTF

test

g

1 6 x 8 ,

modified version

X

1 6 x 8 ,

modified version

SHAH x 20

X

QLP

CATH/EXP

0.13

0.37

Tabla S: Water delivery to the lower plenum

Comparison CATHARE / Experiment for UPTF test E (J. Liehert F9H

7. CONCLUStQNS

The modelling in a system code of the refill phase of a LBLOCA in a PWR is

discussed. The complex phenomena to describe involve a transient behaviour with

possible flow instabilities, a strong condensation and mechanical interactions m a

complex 2-0 geometry. It is shown that a schematization using only 0-0 or 1-0 -

models is not sufficient.

A 2-0 downcomer module is developed for the CATHARE code. Due to a lack of

experimental knowledge on the local flow parameters, a complete description of the

physical processes is not possible. The development of 2-0 or 3-0 two-phase flow

numerical tools in a more general way would require an important experimental and

thecetfcal work. Many problems arise from the necessity to deal with all the possible

flow pattern which are difficult to characterize by local flow parameters. Moreover

the turbulence diffusion effects are not modelled. These shortcomings lead to a

methodology where the adjustment of the models on 1:1 scale UPTF data plays an

important role:

- First saturated tests are used for the mechanical modelling, it was

found that with coarse meshing attention must be paid to the space discretization in

order to avoid unrealistic effects.

- Subcooled tests help to define the condensation efficiency.

Modifications for the standard momentum equations are proposed which seem to

solve some problems in the saturated tests. They must be confirmed by a more

>
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extensive validation. An improvement of the liquid to interface heat flux which

controls condensation is required to agree with subcooled tests.

1
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Nomenclature

g
j *

Q
M.
T

a
P
W

downcomer cross-section (m2)
downcomer average diameter (m)
gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
volumetric flux (Wallis parameter) dimensioniess number
mass fiowrate (kg/s)
mass fiowrate (kg/s)
temperature (3C)
void fraction
density [kgimr)
downcomer annulus circumference (m)

Subscrit

CL
cond
C
df
SX
g
f
I
LBLOCA
LP
N2
S
sat

cold leg
condensation
core
downflow into lower plenum
emergency core cooling water
gas
fluid
liquid
large break loss-of-coolant-accident
lower plenum
nitrogen
steam
saturation

'I

\
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Pic. 1: UPTF invastigation and simulation area
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Appendix 1: CATHARE standard discretization for momentum flux terms

Example of discretization for the projection onto 2 fvertican direction:
• bquid phase: L
• 2 momentum flux terms:

w QVY. u CM.
DZ DX

with U. W: projection of the velocity vector on X (horizontal)
and Z (vertical) directions

U

a
NW

O
W

« s i

fc

'LC

DZ

> l [ ( i - a C )P ic + (1-OLN)PUI] WLC AW—
DZ 2 AZ

with AW defined according to the donor ceH rule:

U)t WLC 2 O AWWLC - WLC - WLS

for WLC S O ÂWWLC - WIN - WLC

'I OX

ULBN > J-(ULNW * UiM + U.w > Uc)

y
\

CK 2 AZ

with ÂWWuc defined as previously mentioned according to the donor cell rule.
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Appendix 2: CATHARE modified discretization for momentum flux terms

of discretizatiQp for thp projection onto Z fvarticah direction;
• Liquid phase: L
• 2 momentum flux terms:

DZ DX
with U. W: projection of the velocity vector on X (horizontal) and Z (vertical)
directions

L

O
NW

"LW

"LN J

vs.; 4

- W
OZ

DZ OZ

^WiC "~—Wic

with op and AW defined according to the donor cell rule:

for WLC 2 O Sp"10 - (1 -ac )p tc and Â W W L C - W L C - WL 3

for WLC S O ôpWLC - ( i -an) put and Â W W L C - WLN - WLc

'I
OX

y DW _ 55"1-* ULW f 5 5 ^ " * ULNW WLC • WLW + 55""= ULC • O P ^ ULN WLE - WLC

CK 4 AX 4 AX

with 5pUL". OtP0""*, âpKc andâç** defined according to the donor cell rule. For
instance:

for ULW 2 O o p 0 1 * - ( i - a
for ULW i O Sp U L * - ( 1 -ac)p ic


